This short paper deals with an error in the article published by Yang et al. \[[@B1-materials-12-03631]\]. The mechanism of crystalline growth under hydrothermal condition claimed in this paper is incorrect. Yang et al indicated a five-step mechanism for hydrothermal synthesis process. They expressed that in the second step "the ions or molecules are separated by the temperature difference between the upper and lower portions of the kettle. The ions or molecular groups are transported to the low-temperature region, where the seed crystal is grown to form a supersaturated solution" \[[@B1-materials-12-03631]\].

The two items below about supersaturation formation, nucleation and growth in hydrothermal process are expressed incorrectly: Seed crystals growth forms supersaturation.Low-temperature region is the place of nucleation and growth.

In fact, in the hydrothermal synthesis of nanoparticles, solubility plays the major role of precipitation.

Ions solubility is a function of water dielectric constant \[[@B2-materials-12-03631]\]. Since the water dielectric constant decreases with rising temperature, solubility in high temperature reduces and causes supersaturation \[[@B3-materials-12-03631],[@B4-materials-12-03631]\]. This supersaturation acts as the driving force of nucleation and growth and results in the nanoparticles precipitation \[[@B5-materials-12-03631]\]. Thus, it is better to say:Solubility reduction is the major reason of supersaturation, and it causes seed crystal growth.High temperature is better for nucleation and growth.
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